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Abstract
These concepts have an important role especially in the development of corporate IT. Such a concept i
encompasses all the optimizations that a company needs in order to succeed nowadays. Among the base
elements of many familiar technologies across the years there were the distributed systems that contributed to
the development of Cloud computing, Grid computing and Utility computing. From our work experience we
are going to analyze and asses the cloud adoption decision in a banking environment . This paper 
presents a use-case that shows business problems addressed by using Cloud computing and business
considerations that influence an organization to use Cloud computing.
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Emerging
Markets Queries in Finance and Business local organization.
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1. Introduction - Cloud computing - concept, trends, integration with banking sector
Innovation in banking is a concept in continuous change. Cloud computing technology allows banks to use
their resources more efficiently by a better budget management and resource allocation. There were released 
many definitions in order to explain Cloud Computing concept. The National Institute of Standards (NIST)
on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (networks, servers, storage,
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applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or 
most-widely deployed form, mainly in peripheral, non-core solution areas, such as collaboration, customer 
relationship management  and human resources department, but exceptions do exist. Adoption varies by 
banking segment, with more small-tier and large-tier banks adopting SaaS than banks in the mid-tier segment. 
The adoption of Cloud Computing model imposes a list of capabilities involved in the comprehension of the 
model strategy. The Cloud Maturity model implies concepts such as: capabilities, domains, maturity and 
adoption.   
 
2. Main requirements - implementing Cloud Computing in banking systems 
 
From the infrastructure point of view there can be identified capabilities that refer to the service 
infrastructure and instruments that can offer technical background for the Cloud adoption. In cloud 
infrastructure can be named elements such as services, provisioning and model packaging. On the other hand, 
from the architecture point of view there are capabilities that define the entire architecture and different 
indications for the Cloud incorporation. The model also can include self service and interoperability. The 
business and strategy component of the Cloud Computing model allows the Cloud initiative to proceed. It 
compasses elements such as business innovation, desired benefits, coordinating principles, anticipated costs. 
Capabilities that gain importance in Cloud initiative are represented by the service selection and service level 
agreements. The key drivers in Cloud Computing model can be defined in components such as: agility, lower 
the barrier to entry, cost and efficiency. The traditional application deployment from the administrative point of 
view supposed to specify, procure, configure and deploy the hardware component, deploy the database and 
application and configure settings. Pendayala and Holiday, 2010 In Cloud, the model management supports 
build-
validates cloud models. Service management controls the run-time aspects of the cloud: the capacity 
and monitors resource tier and contains configuration management repository which is the current state. The 
security and policy management provides services common to build-time and run-time functions of the cloud 
management tier: security management and policy management, customer management and orchestration. It 
depends on model management and service management to carry out complex tasks Gu et al, 2011 . 
The Cloud Deployment can be characterized from the user driven platform perspective (platform as a 
service deployment) and from the deployment portal perspective: the application deployment request, the 
adjustment of the capacity as demand changes, the retirement application when it is not needed. As illustrated 
in the picture, cloud deployment is a distributed one, since cloud systems are an important platform for 
distributed applications.  
Paper Mell and Grance, 2011 proposes four Deployment Models as part of a cloud model which offers 
access to a shared pool of computing resources: Private cloud, Community cloud, Public cloud, Hybrid cloud. 
For most banks, the first major foray into cloud computing will be via private clouds. Private clouds are built 
communications services for internal business users. These service components are highly elastic, and expand 
and contract as needed to meet service-level requirements.The technologies behind Cloud that refer to resource 
pooling are represented by the virtualization, clustering and grid.   
The server virtualization and clustering provide resource pooling and elastic scalability. The server 
virtualization determine one resource to seem to be like  multiple  virtual resources. The clustering technology 
makes one resource to be a single virtual resource. The benefits of the these technologies are: high efficiency,  
quality of the service and flexibility. Customers have the choice of deploying these technologies in public or 
private clouds. The Grid technology makes it easier to dynamically replace nodes in a cluster. This allows 
service levels to be easily and efficiently maintained while lowering costs still further through improved 
optimization. Dabas, 2010Banks are a step ahead and have already embraced virtualization and are using cloud 
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in production environments for application development and testing, CRM, messaging, security services, and 
other functions. 
 
3. Cloud computing  means to execute the Strategy and key benefits. 
Cloud computing is about machine arbitrage, just as outsourcing and offshoring are about human arbitrage. 
 servers that are operating at different capacity, whether inside or 
outside the organization. To start with, an organization should never try to move everything to the cloud 
environment. While laying out the roadmap for cloud computing, there are certain rules that one should follow. 
Choose an area where the threat of impact on data security is minimum as this is an area of major concern, for 
any business set up and then create value by getting that machine arbitrage at lower costs. Wherever the benefit 
of cloud computing is large accompanied with a concern on security, work with regulators and the risk 
community to figure out what more they need to build back to ensure a robust security and let people (users) 
decide whether or not they are going to have it. 
While some large banks are optimistic about the uptake in the cloud technology, others are cautious and 
await the answers to security & regulatory questions. In a recent 2010 survey of 186 banking technology 
professionals conducted by Bank Systems & Technology and InformationWeek Analytics, bankers who 
expressed an interest in cloud computing were asked on why they care. The majority, 73% pointed to the ability 
to meet user demands quickly and achieve scale in the cloud. 
Large, organizations can benefit from these services just as much as small or start up businesses. Whilst 
the benefit of access to computing services without large capital outlay is an obvious attraction to small 
companies, large companies can also benefit from transferring non business-critical computing capability and 
non data-intensive applications to the Cloud.  
Some of the key benefits are : 
 better cash flow and greater financial visibility since the stress is more on operational expenses than capital 
expenditure;  
 rapid provisioning and elastic scaling of services; 
 allows the IT department to focus on competencies that are core to the business; 
 environmental benefits.  
Banks  will lead the world with cloud adoption and maturation of SaaS solutions. With some of the tightest 
financial constraints, a mature financial software market and rapidly changing regulations, banks will seek 
creative solutions to meet business demands in a difficult environment.  
 
4. Case Study - Classical Intranet vs. Thin/Zero Client vs. Cloud Computing 
 
In the classical way of a intranet infrastructure, a company has its activity organized as it is presented in 
Fig.1 Classical Intranet having the following characteristics: number of end users, specific software programs 
running on them, and as well specific servers on which are deployed specific software programs, from database 
software programs, web portal software programs, application servers software programs. In order to evaluate 
this intranet the following characteristics are used: 
 SV  System vulnerability, high, medium and low; 
 NS  Number of Servers; 
 NC  Number of Clients; 
 NCS  Number of Software per Client; 
 TISC  Total time for software installation on each client station; 
 DC  Dynamics of Clients Number, which is different than the number of employees, due to the fact that 
more than one employee can work to an end station computer; 
 ML  connection mobility, which will be measured by: high, medium, low, and zero; 
 SP  software portability, which will be measured as well as ML; 
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 IL  interoperability level, as well measured as ML, or SP. 
 
 
Fig. 1 (a) Classical Intranet; (b) VDI Zero Client Intranet 
 
The intranet architecture will be measured, using Table 1 Intranet Index Entry Values: 
 
Table 1. Intranet Index Entry Values 
1.1. Index 1.2. SV 1.3. N
S 
1.4. NC 1.5. NCS 1.6. TISC 1.7. DC 1.8. ML 1.9. SP 1.10. IL 
1.11. Value 1.12. Medium 
High 
1.13. 4 1.14. 8 1.15. 10 1.16. 10 1.17. +5, in the 
last 6 moths 
1.18. low 1.19. low 1.20. low 
 
Remarks: 
 TISC is equal by 1h/software installed multiplied by NSC value; 
 DC was set to +5 the number of new clients in the intranet; 
 ML, SP, IL are low due to the reason that when a new client is added to the system, is mandatory, this to 
be registered in the domain, specific hours should be used for client hardware and software configuration; 
application can be ported to the new workstation added in the intranet; interoperability is low as well due 
to the reason that all the requests should pass through domain validations and regulations. 
 
Going further, when the intranet is going to a Virtual Desktop Infrastructure having Zero Clients, as it is 
presented in the Fig1. (b) VDI Zero Client Intranet. 
In this way, Table 2. Intranet Index, will show different changes, which can be as guidance for the 
company to go further in organizing its activity to a modern way, virtualized. 
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Table 2. Intranet Index 
1.21. Index 1.22. SV 1.23. NS 1.24. NC 1.25. NCS 1.26. TISC 1.27. DC 1.28. ML 1.29. SP 1.30. IL 
1.31. Value 1.32. Mediu
m Low 
1.33. Up 
to 4 
1.34. 8 1.35. 10 1.36. 10 only one 
time 
1.37. +10, in the 
last 6 moths 
1.38. Medium
-High 
1.39. Medium-
High 
1.40. Medium-
High 
 
Remarks: 
 Reffering software as SW and hardware as HW; 
 Due to the VDI architecture, only one a virtual machine has to be configured, than it will be cloned to all 
new end clients in the intranet, TISC will be constant to only one machine as cost/hour, DC can be 
whatever value, and ML, SP and IL going to a better value; 
 Even here , in order to have IL to a high value is mandatory to go further with the architecture to a cloud 
computing one; 
 In this scenario, still the HW and SW maintenance is a problem for company management, still the 
security of data is an in-house problem, still HW vulnerability to environment factors; 
 
In order to have ML, SP, IL to high value, Cloud Computing architecture is required to be implemented, as 
it is presented in the Fig. 3 Intranet in Cloud Computing. 
 
 
Fig. 2.  Intranet in Cloud Computing 
 
Reaching this point, the company activity is more secured, flexible, organized in a modern way. Table 3 
Intranet Index, shows the followings: 
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Table 3. Intranet Index 
1.41. Index 1.42. SV 1.43. NS 1.44. NC 1.45. NCS 1.46. TISC 1.47. DC 1.48. ML 1.49. SP 1.50. IL 
1.51. Value 1.52. low 1.53. Infinite 1.54. Infinite 1.55. 0 1.56. 0 1.57. +5k, in the 
last 6 moths 
1.58. High 1.59. High 1.60. High 
 
Remarks: 
 Cloud computing gives the company the most important advantage to integrate in the intranet, as many end 
 
 Reviewing all the index tables, the big question is there any other level for intranet to be organized or 
Cloud Computing layer is the final frontier. What if, from SW and HW improvements can be made in 
order to make as well DC to an infinite value? Clarifying this question would be subject of a future 
scientific article. 
 
5. Conclusions   
 
Cloud Computing is the latest and modern solution for a company to design its intranet; furthermore this 
solution can solve a lot of problems such angs: security, flexibility of activity, portability of work profile, the 
only prerequisite being a client able to be used for running the intranet applications. Beside this, the hardware 
problems, which comes with the following activities: upgrade, migrating, maintenance, are not anymore a 
concern for the company management, costs and planning. Cloud Computing, either private, or public is the 
solution for the companies with distributed, worldwide profile, as the best approach in organizing their 
computerized activity. From public sector, to private, from financial and banking, to non financial, like 
cadastral field, cloud computing supports almost all types of activities. The limitation is done by the devices 
used for end users, for example, in the banking sector, some reports, even if it are ran over the cloud 
infrastructure, the visualization and interpretation suffer due to the inadequate device used.  Cloud Computing 
will remain a reliable solution in order to modernize the company activity, due to its virtualized flavour, more 
or less, is the feasible solution, which can go in parallel with intranet zero or thin client architectures, in fact the 
differential in choosing the right solution is related to the company activity flavour. 
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